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Executive Summary 

Small Business owners, employees, and valued partners are under attack.  Securing your business today is 

no less than a matter survival and essential to conducting commerce in an interconnected world.  The 

“Small Business Cybersecurity Dos and Don’ts” presentation at the Delaware Cybersecurity Conference 

is both a continuation of well-understood IT security safeguards and a beginning of future, more in depth 

development intended to arm small businesses with practical information for protection.  While 

cybersecurity practice adoption is largely fear-driven exercise, small businesses stand to gain a market-

based advantage by embracing robust defenses as good corporate citizens and business partners.   

This document, which builds upon the conference presentation, contains IT security and cybersecurity 

practices and activities to embrace and to avoid.  Best practices and pitfalls are informed by Federal and 

Agency guidance, State Rules and Regulations, and legal and disciplinary actions.  The content is a 

summary of basic controls and information practices, enhanced by practical, “on the ground” experience 

and recommendations of IT experts and auditors.  The Small Business Owner has to address cybersecurity 

according to a risk-based analysis of the size and scope of activities, especially when the protection of 

customer and client data is involved.  The process of addressing cybersecurity is ongoing as both business 

activities expand and change, and technology continues to advance. 
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Setting The Stage 

Securing the Delaware Small Business Owner 

From the Federal to the local level, Delaware political, business, and academic leaders are making 

cybersecurity a priority.  The Delaware Small Business Development Center1, in conjunction with private 

resources and the University of Delaware, is committed to bringing you innovative developments and 

information to protect your digital assets and those of your clients and business partners.     

The Small Business Development Center conducted a “Cybersecurity Readiness Survey” in July, 2015 

which 89 business participated in. This survey discussed specific practices, concerns, and needs of 

participants’ technology environments.  The results suggested that a practical approach to cybersecurity 

and basic controls and information practices would be beneficial business owners who are resource- and 

time-constrained.  The survey suggested that small business owners understand the need, and are looking, 

for concision and clarity on the subject matter of cybersecurity. 

Cybersecurity: “The protective measures implemented to secure computer systems, mobile devices, and 

networks from unauthorized or malicious access and disruption.  Measures may range from hardware 

and software solutions -- to the Training and Awareness of personnel concerning vulnerabilities, 

appropriate responses and activities.” 

 

How Did We Get Here? The Flashpoint 

Small Businesses are increasingly dependent upon technology, which serves as an enabler and equalizer 

to medium and larger sized competitors.  Unfortunately, and as small businesses have embraced 

technology, they are also subject to the business, regulatory, and legal risks of their larger counterparts 

and to that of all corporations.   

The Federal Government recognized the increasing threat posed to the country’s critical infrastructure and 

all business in February, 2013 when President Obama issued Executive Order 13636 for “Improving 

Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity.”  The Executive Order called for the creation of a uniform, risk-

based approach to addressing cybersecurity and the creation of a standard which could be applied across 

businesses.2 

Agencies across industry groups such as Financial, Healthcare, and Retail Services responded by issuing 

guidance and, in some cases, redoubling existing efforts.  For example, healthcare providers and 

financial/retail operations, who accept credit card information, are already subject to HIPPA/HITECH and 

PCI.DSS standards, respectively. 

Simultaneously, high-profile, front-page major breach events, such as the Target theft of roughly 40 

million credit card numbers and 70 million digital records, served to raise national awareness of the 

gravity of cybersecurity threats to businesses and the identity theft of individual information.   

                                                             
1  The Delaware SBDC is a unit of the University Of Delaware's Office of Economic Innovation and Partnerships 

(OEIP) and is funded in part through a cooperative agreement with the U.S. Small Business Administration ( 
2 The Executive Order mandated the creation of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 

Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Technology.  Version 1.0 of the NIST Framework was introduced 

in February 2014. 
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Many small business owners may initially react by questioning what a retailing goliath like Target have to 

do with their business.  The confirmed source of the Target breach was a third-party, Pennsylvania-based, 

refrigeration, heating, and air conditioning (HVAC) vendor, who was provided network credentials and 

access.  This breach, along with others like JPMorgan, have been facilitated by intelligent and patient 

criminals, utilizing smaller businesses to as a conduit to the larger vault.  The shockwaves from vendor-

enabled breaches are still rippling through regulatory channels, and almost all recent guidance emphasizes 

the importance of Vendor Management and validation of the IT security practices of your business 

partners. 

Any small business that partners with larger corporations or aspires to, therefore, must embrace 

reasonable security measures.   

All small businesses must consider the protection of Personal Identifiable Information (PII), such as 

social security, financial account, and credit card numbers for both customers and their employees.  In 

addition, small businesses may possess Intellectual Property (IP) critical to operations and plans of their 

company and business partners.  

The definition of a “small business” varies greatly according to the source.  For example, a small business 

is defined by the Verizon Data Breach Investigation Report (DBIR) as any firm with 1000 or less 

employees.  The Small Business Administration’s (SBA) Office of Advocacy defines a small business as 

having 500 or less employees.  For the purpose of this whitepaper and discussion, we have taken into 

consideration the notion that small businesses often consist of much smaller employee numbers ranging 

from the one-person band to 50 employees, however the security practices suggested herein apply for all 

small- and medium-sized businesses. In addition, controls and information practices discussed take into 

account the highest-level demands and requirements of the Financial Services sector. 

 

Who Wants My Data and Why? 

 

Historically, the primary concern for small business owners has been theft or criminal activity.  Theft of 

physical assets and, in the digital age, perhaps of PII of customers and business IP.  A greater concern has 

come to the fore in as small businesses are now regularly viewed as a conduit to larger organizations and 
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business partners.  These notions have raised the stakes for the small business owner who potentially may 

face sophisticated State-sponsored terrorists and Advanced Persistent Threats knocking at the door, 

stalking networks and systems. 

Criminals 

 Motivated by monetary gain, criminals can be local or located anywhere across the globe.  They 

range from highly organized groups to individuals attempting to steal trade secrets or PII, which 

has a price-per-record value on the black market.  As long as your networks and/or systems are 

connected to the internet, criminals may be attempting to steal from you.   

Competitors 

 Competitors may have a broad range of interests in gaining access to your information.  There is 

the obvious concern for Intellectual Property, your formulas, strategies, proprietary documents, 

and client lists, all of which may be invaluable to your operations.  Competitors may also be 

interested in discovering private and potentially destructive information about your company, its 

inner workings, your communications, and other private information.   

Hacktivists 

 Motivated by political, social, or other group causes, hacktivists may attempt to gain control of, 

or damage, your systems and capabilities for the purposes of protest, revenge against your 

company’s activities, or to demonstrate the power and reach of their organizations.  Their goals 

could be to create reputation or financial damage to your company if, for some reason, they 

disapprove of your business practices.   

State-Sponsored Terrorists 

 Most people would consider State actors to be motivated by a form of warfare which might 

involve terrorism or acts against our government and attacks on the critical infrastructure.  While 

this may be true, there are several well-documented, attacks by State-Sponsored hackers from 

China and North Korea against corporate interests like the New York Times and Sony 

Corporation, just to name a few. 

Advanced Persistent Threats  

 APTs refer to a methodology as much as any specific group of malicious actors.  APT’s may 

implement a sophisticated, long-term approach. They successfully breach and occupy corporate 

or government networks and systems over several months and years.  State-Sponsored Terrorists 

and other skilled, well-funded actors may utilize APT techniques.  Social engineering, phishing 

scams, and other well-known simple threat vectors may facilitate access, which then evolves into 

a patient, technical game of system manipulation and data exfiltration.  Again, the small business 

owner must realize that they may be subject to this type of activity in the attempt to gain access to 

larger business partners.   
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The Reasonable, Risk-Based Approach 

As cybersecurity practices have evolved in recent years, the consensus from a best practice technical 

approach and legal standard for businesses is for a “reasonable” risk-based process which is based upon 

both a company’s business model and the size and scope of operations.  This is a benefit to small 

businesses, who can base their approach to cybersecurity on a more practical analysis of the unique risks 

identified in the business.   

It is important to understand that this standard has evolved in part due to the notion that, despite best 

efforts, threat actors seeking to breach your systems will invariably succeed. 

The Risk-Based Approach for Small Business is composed of five steps, some of which are common to 

a standard risk assessment process:   

1. Understand your business model and, based upon this understanding, identify the type of data 

you collect, its sensitivity, and location.   

2. Understand the type of threats, both Internal and External that your business is facing. 

3. Implement the Do’s or information practices identified in this program. 

4. Have an incident plan in place to address breach or the unauthorized access to critical data. 

5. Write it down or document what you do for Do’s and as an Incident Plan.   

 

“If we are going to be breached, why should we care?” 
 

While we are pointing to some specific information practices and solutions, the small business owner 

must always ask what works best for them, what is practicable, and what is cost-effective.  What you 

can't do is opt-out of basic, well-established and reasonable controls and practices.  The simple 

reason is that there is an evolving business, regulatory, and legal standard which promulgates the notion 

that, even though you may not be able to prevent breach, your company needs to demonstrate a 

“reasonable” effort to do so; that it is a basic duty you owe to your clients and business partners.  In many 

cases firms have already represented that they will make these efforts in privacy notices, confidentiality 

agreements, and contracts.  You will reduce liability at your business in the event of breach if you 

have taken these reasonable steps.    

 

The Dos 
 

The Dos of Cybersecurity are well-established controls and accepted norms which are designed to prevent 

known vulnerabilities.  Putting such practices into place is fundamental to any security program and 

failing to implement these accepted controls and information practices may increase regulatory and legal 

risk.   
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Access and Authorization 

 

Username and Password Construction 

Industry norms for secure password construction currently call for the following characteristics: 

1. A minimum of 8 characters; 

2. The use of both Upper and Lower Case;  

3. The use of letters, numbers, and symbols; 

4. Do not repeat or use the password for other services or applications; 

5. Change the password regularly; and 

6. Utilize two-factor authentication. 

Other Access Issues 

 Consider who has Administrative Access on both local systems and servers.  While there should 

be “key man” redundancy for the purpose of business continuity, Administrative Access should 

be doled out sparingly and with enhanced controls in mind. 

 Administrators or persons with the “keys to the kingdom” or root access across systems, should 

not only have robust password and two factor authentication in place, but should use separate and 

distinct passwords for normal system and network usage versus nuts and bolts administrative 

work. 

 Remote environments, especially the use of personal systems to gain access to corporate 

networks, should be assessed for security enhancements.  It makes little sense to have robust 

controls at your business but weak or no controls in the home environment, which you may also 

use for business purposes. 

 Consider Administrative Access at the application level.   

Solutions for Password Management 

RoboForm -- http://www.roboform.com/ 

LastPass    -- https://lastpass.com/ 

Keeper       -- https://keepersecurity.com/ 

 

 

http://www.roboform.com/
https://lastpass.com/
https://keepersecurity.com/
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Segregate and Control   

 

Segregation and Control will require delving into your systems and settings. 

The Principle of Segregation, or granting access to files, folders, and drives on a need-to-know basis, is a 

basic security control.  In many small companies or organizations personnel have access to all data, a flat 

structure which, while convenient, creates significant risk in that the compromise of any single person’s 

credential leads to access across all information.  Many high-profile breaches have resulted in broad 

access across resources due to a lack of segregation which can be accomplished at several levels.  

Important principles of Segregation which you should be considering at your small business include: 

1. Control access to sensitive information, especially Personal Identifiable Information, Personal 

Healthcare Information, and Intellectual Property. 

2. Only employees with an absolute need to access specific data for business purposes should be 

granted access rights, keeping the concept of key man redundancy in mind.  

3. Only administrators, who have technical responsibilities for maintaining systems and networks, 

should have access across networks and systems, and their security controls and monitoring 

should be carefully considered. 

4. Persons granted temporary access to specific network resources, systems, files, folders and drives, 

such as third-party vendors and external IT support, should be subject to clear rules of 

engagement.  Policies and procedures for gaining access, some form of monitoring of their 

activities, and revocation upon completion of their work should be in place. 

5. Segregation must also be considered at the application level: who is the administrator and who 

has user access to specific applications, especially if their use involves PII and/or sensitive 

information. 

6. Monitoring and the consideration of Data Loss Prevention (DLP) goes hand-in-hand with proper 

segregation techniques.  Through the examination of network and system logs, determining the 

audit trail of specific users is enabled by understanding who has access rights.   

Solutions for Segregation 

 Segregation can be achieved by several means but is most commonly determined in Windows-

based networks at the ActiveDirectory level, which allows the determination of access rights 

based upon the User Account. 
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 Similar administrative level controls are available in many cloud-based services which provide 

the capability to share or restrict access to specific folders and files.  In some cases these services 

also have file-level monitoring capabilities.   
 Several applications also exist to Control Administrative Access and compliance policies such as: 

Dell SecureWorks -- http://software.dell.com/solutions/privileged-management/ 

Symantec CSS      -- https://www.symantec.com/control-compliance-suite/ 

CyberArk     -- http://www.cyberark.com/ 

Systems and Controls 

 

 
 

System health depends substantially on three factors 

 

System Software Patching 

System software maintenance begins with operating system patching or making sure you are working 

with the latest versions, which have incorporated current security features.  While the same is true for all 

applications residing on your systems, the operating system is the basis and host for other applications 

and the communications link to the underlying hardware.  Thus, and no matter what type of system you 

are using (Microsoft, Apple, or Linux, etc.), your operating system must be patched and current, and still 

supported by the manufacturer.  

 

Patching Notes 

 

 Patching should be required on all systems.  The easiest way to accomplish this is through 

selecting automated updates to occur on a frequent basis: for example, nightly at 3am when 

users are less likely to be disturbed by scanning and rebooting requirements. 

 Some administrative IT personnel are uncomfortable with accepting and installing all 

patching updates due to security or functionality risks.  In this case and at a bare minimum, 

“critical security updates” should be accepted and installed on an automated and frequent, 

predetermined basis. 

http://software.dell.com/solutions/privileged-management/
https://www.symantec.com/control-compliance-suite/
http://www.cyberark.com/
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 Operating systems are put out to pasture by manufacturers, often in order to encourage a new 

buying cycle, but, regardless of reasoning, you do not want unsupported operating systems 

within your business.  Either upgrade or consider cost-effective alternatives. 

  

Anti-virus and Anti-malware software 

 

This software, which reduces the chances for accidental or intentional computer infection, should be 

utilized on every system, server, and workstation at your business. 

   

“Viruses” are computer programs or scripts that attempt to spread from one file to another on a 

single computer and/or from one computer to another, using a variety of methods, without the 

knowledge and consent of the computer user.  

 

"Malware" is short for malicious software and is typically used as a catch-all term to refer to any 

software designed to cause damage to a single computer, server, or computer network. 

 

The failure to use current and supported Antivirus and Antimalware software has been the subject of 

corporate disciplinary actions and legal actions.  In additions, some states require by law the use of 

such software if your clients are residents. 

Anti-virus/Anti-malware Notes 

 Similar to operating system patching, anti-virus and anti-malware software must be kept 

current.  This is primarily accomplished by setting the automated update of definitions and 

system scanning on a daily basis during off-business hours.  If left to the user to manually 

perform this process (including operating system patching), failure is likely, if not inevitable.  

 Scanning and discovery of infected or bad files on your system also provides a path for 

“quarantining” and removing such files from your system.  Performing scans regularly will 

reduce the chances of files being transmitted between systems.   

 Understand that some viruses and malware will not be contained within current definitions.  

For example, “zero-day” and newly created and not-yet-accounted-for viruses and malware 

may not be captured by current scanning.  If definitions are created in a timely manner, 

however, your scans will, eventually, identity these files. 

    

System Controls  

Controls, such as required complex passwords, discussed above, timeouts, which lock the screen after a 

predetermined inactivity period, and lockouts, which disable access after a number of failed login 

attempts, should be implemented on all systems.  Similar to operating system and software updates and 

anti-virus and anti-malware, these settings can be required in an automated “centrally administered” 

manner within a network structure.  If you operate in a small business environment without a network, 

perhaps users working on individual systems connected to a cloud storage environment, you may have to 

require and validate that your users are maintaining suggested system controls. 

System Control Notes 

 Automated, centrally-administered, and enforced system controls are always the best way to 

go due to human errors, the so-called “weakest link” in the chain.  Some software packages 

will allow you to achieve these controls even outside of a networked environment. 
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 Timeouts, like many security controls, are determined on a balance between business 

needs/convenience and security requirements.  30 minutes may be perfectly adequate 

depending on the physical security of your work environment, however, in a shared work 

environment or if you maintain sensitive information PII or IP on your system, you may wish 

to implement tighter time limits.   

 You can always suggest in Training of your personnel that they lock their machines if they 

stand up to walk away.  This constructive security habit can be achieved by selecting the 

Windows Key -L combination on Microsoft systems. Apple systems require some 

configuration to achieve the same goal, but once done, can be locked by pressing Command 

+ Option + Power simultaneously. 

 Lockouts prevent unauthorized users from attempting multiple passwords to gain access to 

your system.  This is also a safeguard from “brute force” attacks in which an automated 

system may attempt multiple/thousands of passwords to gain access.  The user account will 

lock after a predetermined number of failed access attempts and must be reset by a system 

administrator. We typically recommend 8 attempts as a safe choice.  

 Two-factor authentication, in which a user utilizes something known, such as a password, 

plus something they possess, such as a key code generated on a fob or a mobile device, is also 

an excellent safeguard against bad actors attempting to gain access to your system from 

remote locations. 

 

Data Backup and Restoration 

 

Data backup and restoration capabilities are fundamental to business continuity and IT Security programs.  

Any disruptive event such as natural disasters or malicious security breach, which alters, damages, or 

destroys data and/or systems, may require the restoration of data from preserved backups.  The 

importance of business continuity was highlighted by the terrorist attacks of 9-11 in which entire 

businesses and their digital assets were wiped out.  Related concerns have been fueled by recent high-

profile hacking and State-sponsored advanced persistent threats.  The best defense for businesses, both 

large and small, may be maintaining regular backups, tested for integrity, and practicing the rebuild from 

previous versions. 
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Backup and Restoration Considerations 

 Frequency of backups is a risk-based determination depending upon your business activities.  

The concepts of Recovery Time Objectives (RTO) and Recovery Point Objectives (RPO) will 

determine whether or not you replicate data in near real-time, backup weekly, or daily.   

 Cloud-based services can be of great assistance in data backup.  Depending on the service 

you choose after appropriate initial due diligence, encryption of data at rest and geographic 

dispersion of your backups is feasible.  This could immediately assist in both the security of 

sensitive information and business continuity capabilities.  Principles of Vendor Management 

and Due Diligence apply and consider the use of Enterprise or Business versions of such 

services to add security controls and capabilities. 

 Integrity checking or validating the quality and consistency of your backed-up data should be 

conducted on a regular and reasonable basis – also a risk-based determination. 

 Cloud-based storage often provides additional capabilities such as file sharing and versioning. 

 Backup and restoration is the first and only line of defense against certain, common attack 

methods such as Ransomware.    

Cloud-Based Storage Solutions 

Microsoft Office 365          -- https://products.office.com/en-us/business/explore-office-365-for-

business 

Google Apps for Business -- https://www.google.com/work/apps/business/ 

Amazon S3        -- https://aws.amazon.com/s3/ 

Dropbox for Business       -- https://www.dropbox.com/en/business 

Box.com       -- https://www.box.com/ 

 

 

Mobile Device Management 

 

Mobile Device Considerations 

While mobile devices do present risks to any organization, there are steps that any company should take 

to minimize the risks: 

Remote Wipe – Most mobile devices today have the ability to be remotely wiped. Apple 

products can utilize the “Find my iPhone” functionality that includes a remote wipe option, but it 

must be set up before a device is lost. Android devices can be remotely wiped by use of third-

https://products.office.com/en-us/business/explore-office-365-for-business
https://products.office.com/en-us/business/explore-office-365-for-business
https://www.google.com/work/apps/business/
https://aws.amazon.com/s3/
https://www.dropbox.com/en/business
https://www.box.com/
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party apps. We should note, in this instance, that in order to be wiped a phone must be turned on 

and connected to the cellular network. A device that is lost should be wiped as quickly as possible 

to prevent the possibility of the phone being disconnected from the network or shut down, 

rendering remote wipe impossible. 

Encryption – Encryption of mobile devices should be undertaken at a minimum as the 

functionality is built into almost all new devices. Please see the section below for more 

information on encrypting mobile devices. 

Passwords and PINS – As we have mentioned in other areas of this paper, devices are only as 

secure as the Password or PIN Number in place. The standard, four-digit pin number that protects 

most mobile devices can be hacked in just over 20 minutes (the amount of time it takes for an 

application to test all of the 10,000 possible permutations). If a phone uses a biometric scanner for 

unlock purposes, don’t backstop it with a four digit PIN. Utilize a complex password, in the same 

fashion as a desktop or standard work system. 

Central Administration – If an organization has the capability to centrally administer mobile 

devices, either through ActiveSync, Google Apps Devices, or third-party software, it should do 

so. Central administration provides a company the ability to require its users to meet certain 

requirements before they can access company data on their phones or tablets. They can also 

tactically remove information (leaving other, personal data intact) should the employee leave an 

organization. Examples of third-party mobile device solutions include: 

Mobile Device Security Solutions 

 MaaS360 -- http://www.maas360.com 

 Mobile Iron -- http://www.mobileiron.com 

 AirWatch -- http://www.air-watch.com 

 

Mobil Device Threat Vectors 

Most businesses rely on mobile devices for myriad purposes. They are key to the organization and also 

represent one of an organization’s greatest vulnerabilities. The risk vectors from mobile devices come 

from opposite sides of the coin. The first is sensitive information leaking out of an organization via the 

mobile device. The second is malicious software being introduced to your network from a mobile device. 

In order to maximize security, an organization must consider both of these vulnerability avenues. 

Outbound Threats  

Mobile devices provide multiple vectors for data to leave an organization. The most important 

thing to keep in mind when considering mobile devices for your organization and their places 

within it, is the types of data that are accessed by that mobile device.  Corporate email stored on a 

mobile device will quickly come to mind. However, if a company utilizes third-party software 

(such as Salesforce) that offers an app, such data could be accessed via the mobile device. 

Finally, mobile devices can be utilized as drives to store corporate information for exfiltration.  

 Inbound Threats  

These threats to your network primarily come in the form of malware and viruses that can infect a 

mobile device while it is operating outside of your network. These type of infections typically 

result from an uneducated user succumbing to a phishing attack or accessing hacked or malicious 

http://www.maas360.com/
http://www.mobileiron.com/
http://www.air-watch.com/
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websites. As we have mentioned before, training can be one of your strongest assets in preventing 

such an attack. Once an individual’s phone or other mobile device has been infected, that virus or 

malware can be transmitted to your network when an individual joins your network or, more 

typically, the infected device is connected to a business system, typically to charge or to upload 

photos, etc. In order to provide some level of security from such attacks, and at a very minimum, 

auto-run functionality on systems should be disabled. A stronger control that many businesses are 

implementing is to disable USB ports on company systems all together. 

 

Types of Data and Encryption 

 

 

Federal, Agency, and almost all best-practice guidance has determined that businesses should be 

performing periodic assessments of their important data.   

What is the nature, sensitivity, and location of information that your business collects, processes 

and stores, and the technology systems you utilize? 

This basic assessment, which is referred to as Data Classification, is foundational to other important areas 

of your security program.  For example, how can you perform analysis or forensics, in the event of 

breach, if you do not know the basics of your data types and locations? 

PII/PCI/PHI 

From a regulatory and legal perspective, the most sensitive data that any business, small or large, can 

collect is the Personal Identifiable Information (PII) of both customers and employees.  In the case of 

Healthcare providers, this would equate to Personal Healthcare Information (PHI), or patient information, 

and such providers are subject to specific Industry Rules and Regulations, HIPPA/HITECH, for 

protection of this information.  Personal Identifiable Information is defined differently according to 

different States and sources but is generally considered to be some combination of name, account 

numbers, social security numbers, and other pieces of important personal data that can contribute to the 

discovery of your identity and access to your important accounts.  In California, for example, recent law 

has included usernames/passwords and security questions within the State definition of PII.  As a small 

business owner, you should understand definitions of Personal Identifiable Information, as, along with 
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this understanding, comes the obligation to notify clients, State Attorney Generals, and, in some cases, 

law enforcement if such data is breached. (see definitions of “breach” and “personal information” for 

Delaware residents in Appendix B)    

The utilization of encryption is discussed in current industry guidance and legal cases, and there is a 

growing expectation that businesses will make efforts to encrypt Personal Identifiable Information. 

Encryption of data (PII) provides a broad Safe Harbor from State notification requirements in the 

event that such data is breached. 

Therefore, encrypting Personal Identifiable Information or finding solutions to assist in this process is a 

form of insurance that should be put in place regardless of the size and scope of your business.  

IP 

Intellectual Property (IP) is any sensitive information, important to your business and partners, which you 

would not want to become public. All businesses collect sensitive information.  This might be your 

business plan, your client lists, proprietary recipes, formulas, strategies, research, and the data of your 

business partners.  As you assess your data types or the “crown jewels” of your business, only you can 

determine the level of security you wish to apply.  For example, some companies may make a blanket 

decision to encrypt all data while others may feel that enhanced or layered security around (IP) is 

sufficient. 

Employee Information 

Remember as you devise a plan to secure your customers information that sensitive data belonging to 

your employees, including their social security numbers, bank account information, and potentially 

healthcare information, may well be on your network. Employee data must be considered in any robust 

data protection scheme. 

Encryption Notions 

 Laptops  

Laptops are at the center of many data breaches that involve customer information. They are, by their 

very nature, portable, and therefore easily misplaced and/or stolen. As we suggested above, 

encryption of data contained on those laptops provides a broad safe-harbor from reporting and 

notification requirements. In the last several years, encryption has made strides in terms of ease of 

implementation. As such, we would recommend that your business include encryption of laptops as 

part of its overall data security plan.  

Windows Laptop Encryption – All windows systems from Windows Vista and up allow for whole-

disk encryption through BitLocker. Businesses utilizing Windows 7 must be using the “ultimate” 

version to enable encryption. Those running Windows 8 must be utilizing Windows 8.1 Pro or 

Enterprise. Windows 10 enables BitLocker on Pro and higher versions. 

 For Further Information on BitLocker we recommend the following sites: 

- Windows 7: https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd835565(v=ws.10).aspx 

- Windows 8: http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-8/bitlocker-drive-

encryption 

- Windows 10: http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-8/bitlocker-drive-

encryption 

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd835565(v=ws.10).aspx
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-8/bitlocker-drive-encryption
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-8/bitlocker-drive-encryption
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-8/bitlocker-drive-encryption
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-8/bitlocker-drive-encryption
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Apple Laptop Encryption - Apple products running on OS X Lion or later can utilize the full 

disk encryption available from Apple’s FileVault system. For Further information on FileVault, 

we recommend the following site: https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT204837 

Caveats: Whole disk encryption affords you a reasonable assurance that any data stored on it will 

be inaccessible to individuals attempting to access the drive by circumventing the username and 

password. Keep in mind, however, that a disk is decrypted on startup and is, therefore, NOT 

encrypted when the laptop is in any state other than fully powered down. If a laptop is lost while 

it is “asleep”, “awake” or in “hibernation”, the data contained on the drive will be decrypted and 

security at that point will fall back to the security of the passwords used on the system. For this 

reason, we recommend that laptops only be transported (especially through high-risk areas like 

airport security) while fully powered down. Additionally, encryption should be used in addition 

to, and not as a replacement for, strong user passwords. 

 Mobile Device Encryption 

Mobile devices including cellphones and tablets are also at a high risk of loss and/or theft. Your 

business should consider the type of information that is stored on mobile devices, regardless of the 

ownership of that device. If your firm routinely emails sensitive data and intellectual property, you 

should assume that such data could be stored on an employee’s mobile device. Additionally, if 

employees are remotely collecting data via a mobile device, that information could be vulnerable 

before it is transferred to your company’s main systems. Thankfully, encryption of most mobile 

devices these days is even easier than encrypting a laptop. Apple devices that have a pin number or a 

password enabled encrypt most data by default in iOS 8.0 and later. Android devices utilizing any OS 

from Android Gingerbread 2.3.4 and later can be encrypted by utilizing a few simple steps. Keep in 

mind, however, that the encryption will only be as secure as your password. We recommend you 

review the password section of this paper and utilize a mobile device password that is substantially 

more complex than the standard 4-digit pin. Keep in mind, as well, that an unlocked phone will have 

all information fully viewable on it. Make sure that your time-to-lock is set to the shortest time 

feasible. 

 USB Drives and Removable Media 

USB drives and other removable media should not, typically, contain sensitive data simply because 

they are so easy to lose or to be stolen. However, if you must transmit sensitive data via thumb drive 

or other removable media, we would recommend that you encrypt the media before using it. 

Windows and Apple systems all can encrypt a drive in similar manners listed above for laptops. The 

difference here is that you have the capability to enter a password to decrypt the drive and therefore 

access the files on it. This password must follow your standard complexity requirements to be 

considered secure. 

If you utilize removable media for backup purposes, we recommend that all media be encrypted 

before being stored, if possible. If this is not possible, we recommend that any sensitive files being 

backed up are encrypted at the file- or folder-level. This is especially true if you or another member of 

your team takes the media to an off-site location for disaster recovery purposes. 

 

 

 

https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT204837
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Physical Security 

 

 

Physical security is an integral part of IT infrastructure, system, device, and data safeguarding.  

Reasonable physical controls and information practices are mentioned in specific industry Rules, State 

Laws, and private sector governance and security standards.  Any assessment of IT security and 

cybersecurity capabilities should include an examination of physical controls.  Many business owners are 

familiar with the concepts of locking filing cabinets and “clean desk” policies, which are mandated in 

Healthcare industry regulation to protect PHI.  The same principles apply to Personal Identifiable 

Information and Intellectual Property at any business.  Physical security can be a challenge for the small 

business owner and participant, who may work in a dispersed model, relying on a laptop during travel and 

the home office environment.  Reasonable measures, policies and procedures, must be taken to secure 

work locations out of the office.  Physical security, in addition to defining practices to protect firm assets, 

equates to the protection of you most valuable resource, your people.   

Physical Security Considerations 

 Theft of systems, workstations, laptops, and mobile devices, is a common occurrence and has led 

to well-publicized breach of sensitive information.  Business security must be adequate to prevent 

someone from walking off with desktop systems, and employees should be trained regarding 

physical security of their laptops and mobile devices. 

 Physical security should be taken into consideration during business continuity disruptions.  Who 

is designated to lock doors and critical areas during a fire alarm or building evacuation?  Don’t 

leave resources exposed during business disruptions. 

 Physical access to network jacks and unattended systems should be considered.  Turn off network 

access points that are not in use; some applications monitor all access points and restrict logging 

in to known systems.  Unattended systems must have standard controls (timeouts/lockouts) in 

place. 

 Is your home office environment wide open?  Consider locking your home office and applying 

similar controls to the business environment.    
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Incident Response and Recovery 

All businesses must address preparation for IT security incidents and breach of sensitive information.  

The first and most important line of defense is having a Plan.  Not having a Plan in this day and age, 

during which the very existence of the small business is threatened by breach and corresponding costs, 

would be “unreasonable.”  Your Plan can be simple, but should include: 

1. Your designated personnel and teams (if feasible) for addressing breach. 

2. Your simple steps for identifying and mitigating potential and actual breach. 

3. Outside resources such as Legal Support, Forensic firms (IT consultants with this capability), and 

Law Enforcement (or the contact list for this purpose). 

Response and Recovery Considerations 

 IT security incidents and breach can be included in in your existing business continuity plan 

utilizing similar teams and an approach to deal with disruption. 

 In the event of serious breach, or one which involves PHI, PII, or critical IP, consider early 

involvement of Legal Counsel.  They can advise you concerning confidentiality and the 

involvement of Law Enforcement. 

 Some firms, depending on budget, will have Public Relations resources in place to manage 

reputational risk.  After all, this is another form of protecting your customers/clients. 

 Understand that in the future, larger business partners will be asking you for validation of your 

Response and Recovery capabilities.  A robust security program which includes considerations 

for Incident Response and Recovery can be a selling point or incentive to work with your small 

business. 

The determination of whether or not a breach includes PHI and/or PII is important to how you will 

proceed.  See Appendix B for Delaware State Code definitions of “breach,” “personal information,” and 

notification considerations.  We have also attached a 10-Step guideline for response activities, See 

Appendix C.   

 

The Don’ts 

While most cybersecurity doctrine focuses on the basic controls and information practices that businesses 

should put in place, it is equally important for company owners to understand those activities that should 

be avoided.  There is a growing body of evidence from cybersecurity-related enforcements, agency 

disciplinary actions, noted failures in Federal Trade Commission actions, and class action legal basis to 

obtain understanding of practices which should be avoided.  If “reasonable” practices understood by risk-

based analysis is the basic concept from which firms should be navigating the cybersecurity landscape, 

this can also be aided by understanding the location of the rocks, the hazards, and “unreasonable” 

practices which have been charted in previous shipwrecks.   

 

Don’t Mix Company and Personal Use 

Small business owners often can’t afford multiple systems.  They may only work from a single 

laptop.  The same system utilized for closing a sale, executing a contract, and tracking service 

issues may also be essential for communicating with the family, timing the pickup from school, 
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and posting the occasional update to Facebook.  To the degree feasible and whenever possible, 

personal use should be restricted on business machines.  This serves to reduce the number of 

malicious emails which may target you through personal or multiple email addresses; reduce the 

number of websites, which may contain malicious content, you are likely to visit; and make it 

less likely that family members will utilize your systems for their personal use.  The basic 

concept is to reduce your “risk surface” by restricting activity to business essentials.  If at all 

possible, use a second system or device for your personal activity.  In lieu of the separate, 

personal system, additional and enhanced system controls become even more essential. 

Don’t Spread Sensitive Data Around 

This notion harkens suggested practices under Segregation, but oftentimes small businesses, who 

are pressed for time and resources, will cut security corners by storing data locally; emailing data 

between employees or perhaps to personal systems for convenience; or saving data onto USB 

keys which are dropped into briefcases or purses.  The advent of cloud-based storage services has 

made it possible to drag-and-drop files across multiple devices, both business and personal.  Soon 

data, sometimes sensitive, can be spread over several systems and devices.  Adequate controls or 

your business security requirements may not be extended to all of these devices and 

environments.  As you conduct the previously discussed assessment of your critical data, the 

“crowned jewels” of your business, this is a good time to delete, round up and centralize your 

business files in accordance with their criticality and in line with your segregation policies. 

Don’t Use Multiple Mobile Devices 

Clearly related to the concept of reducing your “risk surface” many people use multiple mobile 

devices, especially with the proliferation of data sharing, cloud-based services.  Assess your need 

for multiple business devices.  Can you consolidate onto a single device which falls into your 

centrally administered business environment?  Are you really using multiple devices or do they 

represent additional vulnerabilities and attack vectors, devices to be stolen or hacked into?  

Reduce your risk surface. 

Don’t Share Passwords or System Access  

Every business user should have a distinct and unique password.  Sharing passwords defeats the 

capability for forensic auditing of a specific user’s movements or activities, and multiplies the 

possibility for loss or theft of those credentials.  Access rights and segregation policies are 

determined based on an individual’s role at your business.  Should an individual’s role change 

within your organization, it may also be necessary to adjust their access rights or remove them 

from your system in the event of termination.  These changes in status create vulnerabilities that 

multiple credentials and specific access rights may exist, which simply should not.  Small 

business owners should understand that these basic concepts, tied to segregation, are an area of 

regulatory scrutiny across several industries. 

Don’t Use Unsecured Wireless Access Points 

Free and widespread wireless access is now available for the business traveler in many places 

including airports, train stations, hotel lobbies, restaurants, coffee shops, and cafés.  The 

problems are myriad here starting with such networks are often based upon older, less secure 

networking protocols, which increase the risk of unauthorized access to the network hardware, 
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“man-in-the-middle” attacks which involve monitoring or “sniffing” data moving across the 

network, and the general risk that your communications and data can be intercepted.  Your 

credentials and/or passwords for specific applications may be captured by the user sitting next to 

you running software that is freely available.  The use of a virtual private network (VPN) 

connected to your business network will create a tunnel or encrypt your communications making 

the use of an unsecured network safer.  This should be normal protocol for business travelers 

working on both unsecure networks and in hotel rooms which advertise supposedly secure 

networks.  If you do not have access to a business VPN and you are a regular business traveler 

accessing sensitive information, consider adding this capability – or, make it your policy to avoid 

unsecured wireless network.  You can also carry a separate cellar access point with you and your 

cable/cellular company may offer some type of arrangement for remote access at a fee, of course. 

Don’t Keep Information You Don’t Need 

Unless you are required by industry regulation to retain specific types of information and books 

and records.  You should cull unnecessary files, as feasible.  This notion is related to not 

allowing data to permeate throughout your systems, but deleting files and shredding physical 

paper that is no longer needed can also reduce your risk surface.  For example, if you collect 

Personal Identifiable Information from customers/clients and upload it to a secure, encrypted 

database, put in place a policy to delete the files which may have been transmitted to you via 

email, or shred such information if it was sent to you by fax.  The last thing you want is 

unnecessary instances of sensitive information, either digital or physical, floating around.  Make 

sure your employees know your policies for handling such files and documents, including 

deletion, and their compliance should be periodically tested.  

Don’t Work with Vendors without Some Due Diligence 

Vendor Due Diligence and Management has become a regulatory focus due to recent, high-end 

breaches at Target and JPMorgan.  This has upped the stakes at both large companies and their 

smaller vendors.  Securing your networks and systems is a critical component of the relationship 

to your business partners.  Sometime in the future, if not already, you will be asked to provide 

validation that you have a security program which considers your vendors.  Ask your vendors, 

third-party IT consultants, people who may work on your networks, make installations, service 

your desktop machines, and/or access your business for any means for their security 

requirements: 

 Do they have written a security policy? 

 Do they have a business continuity plan in the event they are critical to your operations? 

 Do they have any security certifications or utilize governance or security frameworks or 

standards? 

 Service Level Agreement (SLA) should be scrutinized for details of ownership, 

transference, and destruction if they handle or maintain data as in the case of a cloud-

based provider. 

 If a vendor has access to your critical networks and systems, you must consider 

appropriate Access and Authorization principles, some monitoring of their activities, and 

terminating their access at the completion of the job. 

 What are the terms of confidentiality in your written agreement with a vendor? 
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 Create and maintain a folder for Due Diligence for each vendor you work with which contains 

(1) initial due diligence and (2) ongoing due diligence. 

Don’t Subvert Your own Practices with Cloud-based Services 

Cloud-based services like DropBox, Box, Google Drive, and many more present convenient 

methods of sharing files across systems and devices.  They also represent easy avenues for 

business data exfiltration.  Industry regulators have an awareness of the concepts of Data Loss 

Prevention (DLP) and such services, if in use at your business or by individual users, represent 

open paths for data, sensitive or not, to leave your business.  Oftentimes businesses will adopt 

robust security controls, strong password requirements, segregation based on access rights, 

automated systems controls, yet file sharing cloud based services will creep in through individual 

use, which often leads to users working in less protected environments.  Yes, it is possible to 

work with such systems and incorporate them into your security program.  These are convenient 

solutions for the small business owner, but examine the tiers of service and capabilities to restrict 

certain functions, monitor, add and remove certain users.  Explore the business or enterprise 

versions of cloud-based file sharing services and incorporate their use in your assessments of 

data location and overall analysis of external and internal risks. 

Don’t Disable Automated Processes or Controls 

One of the real benefits of late model operating systems and software discussed under patching 

and anti-virus is the ability to manage these processes in an automated manner.  This also 

extends to the concept of system controls should you have the capability of pushing these 

measures from central administration.  Many small businesses, without central administrative 

controls, rely on individual users to maintain these settings in an environment where they possess 

Administrative Access; they have the ability to adjust, turn on and off such settings.  If this is the 

case at your business, your users must understand absolutely that, automated patching, anti-virus, 

anti-malware, and system controls, should be in place according to policy and cannot be 

adjusted.  Some businesses, in lieu of central administration, will require users to attest, in 

writing, that they understand policies and procedures settings and will not alter or disable. 

Don’t Download Unnecessary Apps and Games  

Many games and Apps for mobile devices are repositories for malware.  Hackers view games 

and apps as an easy avenue to gain control of your devices upon which you may well receive 

business email or have some business file sharing taking place.  This is an issue of separating 

business and personal use.  If you must have multiple applications and games, it may make sense 

to have an additional personal device with no business use in place.  Be careful on such systems 

and devices, not to store any passwords or data which may create a trail to your business.  This is 

also a training point for your employees. 

 

Don’t Surf Illicit Websites 

Illicit websites, pornography, gaming, video download, and some social media sites are targeted 

by bad actors.  Sometimes on such sites you do not even need to give up information, download 

files or click links in order to infect your system.  Images which render as a webpage opens may 

drop information onto your system, which can be used for later compromise.  The bottom line is 
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that the internet is rife with bad actors who are attempting to gain personal information and 

access to your systems.  Restricting your surfing to known and trusted sites and entities can 

greatly reduce risk.  Such restrictions can be accomplished at the firewall level, or through 

filtering hardware and applications, which either cut off “blacklist” or permit “whitelist” access 

to certain websites.  Some filtering systems broadly restrict access to known problem sites at 

minimal cost.  If you are not taking such measures at the server rack, then it is food for training 

in the ongoing effort to raise awareness and build the culture of security at your business.       

 

Training 

 

Your employees are your first line of defense and the people most likely to first identify anomalous 

behavior on systems and networks, so training is perhaps the first and most protective measure to 

implement with respect to controls and information practices.  All Federal, agency, and industry guidance 

and rules and regulations emphasize the importance of training.  In some industries, it is mandated by rule 

or law.  As unauthorized access to businesses, even in sophisticated attacks, is still most commonly 

achieved through the weakest link, employees, you must consider creating awareness of threats, 

vulnerabilities, and reporting/escalation protocols throughout your business.   

Training Tips 

 Basic training on phishing scams, links and downloads, and unrecognized emails must be in 

place. 

 Utilize security incidents and events to reinforce concepts at your business and for training. 

 Train employees on remote use and the secure home environment. 

 Train on the importance of maintaining (not disabling) automated processes and system controls. 

 Train on security for critical applications. 

 Reinforce protocols for reporting and escalation in line with your Incident Response Plan. 

 Senior management must participate to demonstrate “tone from the top”. 

 Reward reporting and participation to improve the “culture of security”. 

 Document training to demonstrate “reasonable” efforts. 
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APPENDIX A – Dictionary of Terms 

Term Definition 

Active Directory 
A Microsoft services that automates network management 

of user data, security, and resources. 

Administrative Access 
A level of access above that of a normal user, which 

allows for modification of a system, including the 

installation or removal of programs. 

Administrator 
The individual responsible for running an organization's 

network 

Advanced Persistent Threats 
A continuous hacking whereby an individual or 

organization will infiltrate a network and remain there for 

some period of time, exfiltrating data. 

Anti-Malware Software designed to detect and remove malware. 

Anti-Virus Software designed to detect and remove computer viruses. 

Authorization 
In the system sense, authorization is the right given to a 

user or process in order to access certain data or 

applications within a system. 

Central Administration 

From a technology standpoint, central administration 

allows for a system administrator to remotely access and 

modify devices on a network, including workstations and 

mobile devices 

Cloud-Based Storage 
A system consisting of one of more hard drives removed 

from your company's network utilized for the purpose of 

storing and accessing files across an internet connection. 

Complex Password 

Also known as a Strong Password. A password that is 

constructed of multiple character types, including upper- 

and lower-case letters, numbers, and symbols arranged in 

a manner that does not make them less susceptible to 

guessing or testing based on knowledge of the user. 

Cybersecurity 

The protective measures implemented to secure computer 

systems, mobile devices, and networks from unauthorized 

or malicious access and disruption.  Measures may range 

from hardware and software solutions -- to the Training 

and Awareness of personnel concerning vulnerabilities, 

appropriate responses and activities. 

Data Breach 
The theft of protected or confidential information stored 

by a company. 

Data Loss Prevention 
A strategy to prevent the exposure of proprietary or 

sensitive information outside the organization. 

Encryption 
The process of converting data into a secure form that 

cannot be read by parties who do not possess the 

corresponding key to decrypt the data. 

Exchange ActiveSync 
A Microsoft protocol that synchronizes data from the 

server to mobile devices. 
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External Threat 
A threat by a third party attempting to gain access to an 

organization's network. 

File-Level Pertaining to controls applied to individual files 

Firewall 
A gateway to a network that limits access to approved 

services. 

Folder-Level 
Pertaining to controls applied to groups of files treated as 

a single unit 

Geographic Dispersion 

Physical Separation. Geographic Dispersion is important 

in terms of data backups and disaster recovery, where a 

backup copy should be stored in an area that is unlikely to 

experience the same conditions as the primary data. 

Hacktivist 
An individual who attacks a system in order to promote a 

political agenda. Note - these attacks could be to cause 

harm to an entity by proxy. 

HIPAA 
The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 

of 1996 - sets forth security rules protecting the privacy of 

Personal Health Information 

HITECH 
The Health Information Technology for Economic and 

Critical Health legislation, enacted to support the use of 

electronic health records 

Hover 
The act of moving a cursor over a link without clicking on 

it to reveal the destination of the link. 

Integrity Checking 
Also known as change detection. The process of 

comparing data to a previously-recorded copy of that 

same data, in order to detect any changes. 

Internal Threat 
A threat by an employee or other person with legitimate 

access to a system or network. An internal threat does not 

need to be malicious. 

Intrusion Detection System 
A device or software that monitors for malicious activity 

on a network. 

Intrusion Prevention System 
A device or software that monitors for and attempts to 

block malicious activity on a network. 

Key Man 
An individual within an organization who, in the event of 

their incapacity, could cause the business to cease to 

function if a proper backup does not exist 

Lockout 
The process by which, after a password has been entered 

incorrectly a given number of times, the account will 

lock, prohibiting additional attempts to access. 

Logging 
Logging is a process of recording and storing changes 

made to data across various systems within a network. 

Malware 

Malicious software and is typically used as a catch-all 

term to refer to any software designed to cause damage to 

a single computer, server, or computer network 

Man-in-the-middle Attack 
An attack whereby a third party relays and may modify 

communication between two parties. 
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Network 
a group of computer systems and other devices that are 

connected to each other. 

Network-Attached Storage 
A system consisting of one or more hard drives attached 

to your company's network for the purpose of storing and 

accessing files. 

Penetration Test 
A known test that attempts to access a network via known 

vulnerabilities and tools with the goal of identifying and 

remediating these vulnerabilities. 

Personal Identifiable Information 
Information that can be utilized to identify an individual 

in context. Typically includes Social Security Numbers, 

Date of Birth, Etc. 

Personal Identification Number 

(PIN) 

A number allocated to an individual utilized to validate 

electronic transactions. A password made up solely of 

numbers. 

Ransomware 
Software that encrypts the drive of an infected system. 

Ransomware does not provide access to the key required 

to decrypt the data unless payment is made. 

Remote Desktop Protocol 

A Microsoft service which provides remote access to 

another system's desktop. This protocol acts like a 

window, wherein all processes requested are run on the 

remote machine, which the connected party merely 

viewing the results. 

Removable Media 

Any type of storage that can be removed from a system 

and transported easily to another. Removable media 

includes Flash Cards, USB Drives, CDs, DVDs, and 

floppy disks. 

Segregation 
Securing data into multiple files that may only be viewed 

by users with proper authorization. 

Server 
A system that manages access to, and may store, 

centralized resources 

System Patching 
The act of applying an update to a computer program 

designed to fix a vulnerability or bug within that program. 

Thumb Drive 
Also known as a USB Flash Drive. A small storage 

device that can be connected to any computer through a 

standard USB port. 

Timeout 
The process by which, after a set duration of inactivity, a 

system will lock, requiring the user to re-authenticate 

before receiving access. 

Two-Factor Authentication 

Also Known as 2FA. A system whereby an individual 

must have two different means of validating their identity 

to access a system. Typically a Password and a PIN 

number that is sent from the system to the user to confirm 

their identity and request for access. 

Virtual Private Network 
A network that provides a secure communication tunnel 

for information between two different networks 
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Virus 

Computer programs or scripts that attempt to spread from 

one file to another on a single computer and/or from one 

computer to another, using a variety of methods, without 

the knowledge and consent of the computer user.  

Vulnerability Assessment 

A scan of the outward facing parts of a network to check 

for known vulnerabilities. This varies from a Penetration 

test in that a Vulnerability Assessment doesn't attempt to 

exploit any weaknesses, just notes them. 

Wi-Fi 
An abbreviation for "Wireless Fidelity." The technology 

use to allow computers to connect to a network without 

the utilization of traditional networking cables. 

Windows Automatic Update 
A Microsoft Server that automates downloading and 

installation of Windows and other Microsoft applications. 
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APPENDIX B – Breach Resources 

Delaware Code -- http://delcode.delaware.gov/title6/c012b/ 

TITLE 6 

Commerce and Trade 

SUBTITLE II 

Other Laws Relating to Commerce and Trade 

CHAPTER 12B. COMPUTER SECURITY BREACHES 

§ 12B-101 Definitions. 

Definition of Breach: 

(1) "Breach of the security of the system'' means the unauthorized acquisition of unencrypted 

computerized data that compromises the security, confidentiality, or integrity of personal information 

maintained by an individual or a commercial entity. Good faith acquisition of personal information by an 

employee or agent of an individual or a commercial entity for the purposes of the individual or the 

commercial entity is not a breach of the security of the system, provided that the personal information is 

not used or subject to further unauthorized disclosure; 

(2) "Commercial entity'' includes corporations, business trusts, estates, trusts, partnerships, limited 

partnerships, limited liability partnerships, limited liability companies, associations, organizations, joint 

ventures, governments, governmental subdivisions, agencies, or instrumentalities, or any other legal 

entity, whether for profit or not-for-profit; 

(3) "Notice'' means: 

a. Written notice; 

b. Telephonic notice; 

c. Electronic notice, if the notice provided is consistent with the provisions regarding electronic records 

and signatures set forth in § 7001 of Title 15 of the United States Code; or 

d. Substitute notice, if the individual or the commercial entity required to provide notice demonstrates 

that the cost of providing notice will exceed $75,000, or that the affected class of Delaware residents to be 

notified exceeds 100,000 residents, or that the individual or the commercial entity does not have sufficient 

contact information to provide notice. Substitute notice consists of all of the following: 

1. E-mail notice if the individual or the commercial entity has e-mail addresses for the members of the 

affected class of Delaware residents; and 

2. Conspicuous posting of the notice on the web site page of the individual or the commercial entity if the 

individual or the commercial entity maintains one; and 

3. Notice to major statewide media. 

http://delcode.delaware.gov/title6/c012b/
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(4) "Personal information'' means a Delaware resident's first name or first initial and last name in 

combination with any 1 or more of the following data elements that relate to the resident, when either the 

name or the data elements are not encrypted: 

a. Social Security number; 

b. Driver's license number or Delaware Identification Card number; or 

c. Account number, or credit or debit card number, in combination with any required security code, 

access code, or password that would permit access to a resident's financial account. 

The term "personal information'' does not include publicly available information that is lawfully made 

available to the general public from federal, state, or local government records; 

75 Del. Laws, c. 61, § 1.; 

§ 12B-102 Disclosure of breach of security of computerized personal information by an individual 

or a commercial entity. 

(a) An individual or a commercial entity that conducts business in Delaware and that owns or licenses 

computerized data that includes personal information about a resident of Delaware shall, when it becomes 

aware of a breach of the security of the system, conduct in good faith a reasonable and prompt 

investigation to determine the likelihood that personal information has been or will be misused. If the 

investigation determines that the misuse of information about a Delaware resident has occurred or is 

reasonably likely to occur, the individual or the commercial entity shall give notice as soon as possible to 

the affected Delaware resident. Notice must be made in the most expedient time possible and without 

unreasonable delay, consistent with the legitimate needs of law enforcement and consistent with any 

measures necessary to determine the scope of the breach and to restore the reasonable integrity of the 

computerized data system. 

(b) An individual or a commercial entity that maintains computerized data that includes personal 

information that the individual or the commercial entity does not own or license shall give notice to and 

cooperate with the owner or licensee of the information of any breach of the security of the system 

immediately following discovery of a breach, if misuse of personal information about a Delaware resident 

occurred or is reasonably likely to occur. Cooperation includes sharing with the owner or licensee 

information relevant to the breach. 

(c) Notice required by this chapter may be delayed if a law-enforcement agency determines that the 

notice will impede a criminal investigation. Notice required by this chapter must be made in good faith, 

without unreasonable delay and as soon as possible after the law-enforcement agency determines that 

notification will no longer impede the investigation. 

75 Del. Laws, c. 61, § 1.; 

§ 12B-103 Procedures deemed in compliance with security breach requirements. 

(a) Under this chapter, an individual or a commercial entity that maintains its own notice procedures as 

part of an information security policy for the treatment of personal information, and whose procedures are 

otherwise consistent with the timing requirements of this chapter is deemed to be in compliance with the 

notice requirements of this chapter if the individual or the commercial entity notifies affected Delaware 

residents in accordance with its policies in the event of a breach of security of the system. 

http://delcode.delaware.gov/sessionlaws/ga143/chp061.shtml
http://delcode.delaware.gov/sessionlaws/ga143/chp061.shtml
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(b) Under this chapter, an individual or a commercial entity that is regulated by state or federal law and 

that maintains procedures for a breach of the security of the system pursuant to the laws, rules, 

regulations, guidances, or guidelines established by its primary or functional state or federal regulator is 

deemed to be in compliance with this chapter if the individual or the commercial entity notifies affected 

Delaware residents in accordance with the maintained procedures when a breach occurs. 

75 Del. Laws, c. 61, § 1.; 

§ 12B-104 Violations. 

Pursuant to the enforcement duties and powers of the Consumer Protection Division of the Department of 

Justice under Chapter 25 of Title 29, the Attorney General may bring an action in law or equity to address 

the violations of this chapter and for other relief that may be appropriate to ensure proper compliance with 

this chapter or to recover direct economic damages resulting from a violation, or both. The provisions of 

this chapter are not exclusive and do not relieve an individual or a commercial entity subject to this 

chapter from compliance with all other applicable provisions of law. 

75 Del. Laws, c. 61, § 1; 77 Del. Laws, c. 282, § 16.; 

 

REPORTING RESOURCES 

The most serious form of systems breach involves personal safety, threats to critical infrastructure, and 

attempts to obtain Personal Identifiable Information (PII).  Industry and Agency guidance suggests 

contacting and knowing your avenues of reporting serious and successful breach to law enforcement, 

among other agencies.  The links below provide some avenues for contacting and understanding who you 

should be talking with in the event of breach. Consider enlisting external legal resources in the event of 

confirmed breach.    

1. FBI Field Offices -- https://www.fbi.gov/contact-us 

2. FBI’s IC3 Center -- http://www.ic3.gov/default.aspx 

3. US Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) -- https://www.us-cert.gov/report 
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APPENDIX C – Breach Response 

10 Steps to Consider with Respect to Breach or IT Security Incidents 

 

These 10 steps are generic considerations for all businesses. They can, and should be, customized for your 

specific business and its unique risks. 

 

1. Activate Your Response Plan - Remember to Document 

2. Determine Facts and Circumstances – Is PII involved? 

3. Fix the Problem – Isolate – Filter – Protect 

4. Engage Internal/External Counsel/Insurance 

5. Engage Forensics – Law Enforcement (FBI, State?) 

6. Recovery – Prepare for Notification Process 

7. Public Relations/Investor/Agency Response 

8. Enhancements to Information Practices 

9. Completion of Logging and Updating Plans 

10. Training/Awareness based on Lessons Learned 
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DISCLAIMER  

This document was prepared as guideline for business owners and organizations by Artemis Global Security, 

LLC in conjunction with the University of Delaware and the Delaware Small Business Development Center. 

Principles contained herein are derived from specific controls and information practices which have been in 

place a period of time, or are familiar to the marketplace, and can be applied to both the public and private 

sector.  Neither Artemis Global Security, LLC nor any of its members or employees, makes any warranty, 

express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or 

usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not 

infringe privately-owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by 

trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not constitute or imply its endorsement, 

recommendation, or favor. 

 




